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China Credit Insight: AT1s at risk amidst bleak NPL outlook & 90-day 
standard - by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p8-9
China's newly merged banking and insurance regulator, China Banking and
Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC), on 30 Jun released the "Pilot
Rules on Financial Asset Investment Companies", designating asset
investment companies (AICs) as non-bank FIs and the execution agencies to
conduct debt-to-equity swaps.

China FX Insight: Let's buy USD/CNH for another attempt of 6.70-6.75
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10-11
Chinese Yuan (CNY) weakness has turned into one of the hottest topics in 
the FX market again. 

US 10Yr Breakeven – 2.208 Targeted Whilst 2.077/2.108 Limits Dips,
- by Ed Blake, p13
Buy dips as we await a return to 2.208 then 2.262/2.310. Stop under a 29-
month rising trendline at 2.077 and reverse position on a break under the
2.013-2.047 support zone.

USD/CAD – Multi-Year Trendline Break Encourages Bulls
- by Andy Dowdell p14
Scope is seen for a stronger recovery, targeting 1.3547 next ahead of
1.3793. Short-term weakness is expected to fade ahead of/near the
1.2998/50 area. Only below 1.2730 weakens.

Front Month Comex Copper – Nine Month Top Signals Risk To 263.10 
– by Ed Blake, p15
Sell into any corrective strength for an extension of the current month-long 
downtrend targeting 263.10, perhaps 243.50. Stop and reverse on a break 
back above 302.70.
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Know the Flows - by Cameron Brandt, p3
Europe and Emerging Markets Equity Funds kicked off the third quarter with
another weekly outflow, extending their longest redemption streaks since
2016, as higher energy prices, rising US interest rates, fresh victories for
populist politicians and the threat of a Sino-US trade war continue to sap
investor confidence.

What Will Cause The Next Recession? - by David Ader, p4
9 causes of the next US recession. Meanwhile, the bond market is changing.

The Growth ‘Blip’? - by Marcus Dewsnap, p5
The global economy seems to be recovering from a February-to-April 
growth ‘blip’.  Citi Economic Surprise Indices for Developed and Emerging 
Markets have recently turned up.

Now May Be The Time To Start Looking At GCC Bonds More Favourably
- By Natalie Rivett, p6-7
We have already seen this year the boost to investor appetite for Saudi
equities in the lead up to the Kingdom’s classification as an Emerging
Market by the MSCI in June and prior to that, the FTSE Russell in March,
thus joining the likes of Qatar and the UAE in previous years.
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Europe and Emerging Markets Equity Funds kicked off the third quarter
with another weekly outflow, extending their longest redemption
streaks since 2016, as higher energy prices, rising US interest rates, fresh
victories for populist politicians and the threat of a Sino-US trade war
continue to sap investor confidence. Emerging Markets Bond Funds also
experienced their 11th straight outflow during the week ending July 4.

With the US set to impose $34 billion worth of tariffs on Chinese goods,
the world gripped by soccer fever, US markets enjoying a short week
ahead of the annual Independence Day holiday and the Fed's June
minutes set for release after the weekly reporting period closed, mutual
fund flows overall were predictably subdued. Redemptions from all
Equity Funds came in at 0.002% of AUM while flows into Bond and
Money Market Funds represented 0.0035% and 0.015% of AUM
respectively.

The first week of July did see Global Equity Funds snap their longest run
of outflows in nearly two years and flows to Japan Equity Funds extend
their latest rebound.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, China Equity Funds
recorded their 15th consecutive inflow, Saudi Arabia Equity Funds took
in fresh money for the 16th straight week and South Africa Bond Funds
posted their eighth inflow in the past 10 weeks. Investors pulled money
out of Japan Bond Funds for the 26th time in the 27 weeks year-to-date
and extended France and Malaysia Equity Funds longest runs of
outflows since 3Q16 and 4Q11 respectively. Bank Loan Funds saw their
current inflow streak come to an end and High Yield Bond Funds
experienced net redemptions for the ninth week running.

Sector oriented investors shared the wealth in early July, committing
between $89 million and $470 million to nine of the 11 major Sector
Fund groups tracked by EPFR. Flows again favored the more defensive
fund groups and, where they had a choice, investors generally gravitated
to funds with US mandates.

Utilities Sector Funds posted their third straight inflow, with
commitments hitting a nine-week high, and Telecoms Sector Funds
enjoyed another strong week while Infrastructure Sector Funds
recording their biggest inflow since the week after Donald Trump won
the US presidency in 4Q16. All three sectors offer some value, having
been out of favor for much of this year and last, and telecom plays are
getting additional support from mergers and acquisition activity.

The two fund groups experiencing net redemptions during the week
were Commodities and Energy Sector Funds. Doubts about the
trajectory of global growth, and the unwinding of positions hedging
dollar weakness, hit both groups. Outflows from Gold and Precious
Metals Funds accounted for roughly half of the headline number for all
Commodities Sector Funds.

Know The Flows
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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9 causes of the next US recession:

• Curve flattening = classic late cycle

• Trade wars demand your attention

• Profit taking temptation

• Geopolitical uncertainty

• Central banks at the punch bowl

• The Fed will hike

• Record high corporate debt levels

• Stock market underperformance

• Recovery fatigue

Meanwhile, the bond market is changing. Naturally, it’s always moving
pricewise, while broad changes such as asset-class weightings tend to
come at a glacier’s pace which is to say very slowly, imperceptibly as far
as a trading market or even longer-term strategy is concerned. Consider
month-end index changes; we pay attention for a minute, adjust, move
on.

But get ready for some serious shifts; noticeably and soon. I refer to the
broad market weightings as tracked by SIFMA and the impact of rising
Treasury budget deficits even before the latest tax plan was imposed
upon the budget. The takeaway is that Treasuries as an asset class are
increasing and it’s not a far leap to speculate that the duration of the
bond market will increase along with that.

I’ve written about this before but have done a bit more work to show
you how things might go. Actually, I’m quite confident what I’m about
to show is very much in the right direction.

To wit, Treasuries as a percent of the taxable bond market are just over

40%; as recently as 2007 they were half that amount. Their relative
increase is a function of the deficit growth coming out of the last
recession and a comparable diminishment in other issuance, namely
MBS, Agencies and ABS. That trio is now about 25%, 5% and 4% of the
market, respectively; back in 2007, those accounted for 39%, 12% and
8%, again, respectively.

This chart is a snapshot of where we are and where we’ve been.

It’s interesting to note the gain in the Treasury weighting even during
the various phases of QE as what the Fed bought was extracted from the
float. Now, as the reverse takes place (call it Quantitative Tightening)
what the Fed doesn’t buy goes into the float or increases the paper the
market has to buy.

What Will Cause The Next Recession? 
By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/94645/Ader_FI_musings_July_6.pdf
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The global economy seems to be recovering from a February-to-April
growth ‘blip’. Citi Economic Surprise Indices for Developed and
Emerging Markets have recently turned up.

Risk assets are yet to be convinced … but, using the MSCI World Equity 
Index as a global proxy, after a ytd bottoming in March are at least in a 
tentative uptrend. 

However, if copper is a useful proxy for global growth, then either the 
blip is more than a blip or there is some upside to come (see HERE for 
Comex Copper technical analysis).

Assuming global economic growth is over its dip, what could go wrong?  
Scotiabank sums it up neatly:

‘Global growth remains strong, but rash trade policy decisions are a clear 
and present danger to the expansion.’

Trade.  Can’t get away from trade.  Which is possibly why the JPM Global 
Manufacturing PMI Index edged lower to 53 in June, although the rate of 
decline did slow.

It is worth repeating that we are yet to reach ‘Trade War’ status,
although if the tit-for-tat which is going on between the US and
China/EMU elevated to the US President’s $500bn worth of US sales, the
dynamic will change immensely. Ahead of a full-on trade war, that this is
US versus The Rest, does in theory suggest trade flows can be
redistributed which might lead to a positive outcome for some
economies.

The Growth ‘Blip’?
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ G10 Week Ahead. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/94616/IGM_Weekly_-_6_July_2018.pdf
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We have already seen this year the boost to investor appetite for Saudi
equities in the lead up to the Kingdom’s classification as an Emerging
Market by the MSCI in June and prior to that, the FTSE Russell in March,
thus joining the likes of Qatar and the UAE in previous years.

The Tadawal All Share Index and the Saudi iShares MSCI ETF went on to
carve out fresh multi-year and record highs last month, respectively, and
are looking at healthy gains of circa 13.5% and almost 18% over the past
year. There has also been a distinct upward trend in cumulative net
inflows to Equity Funds with a mandate to invest in Saudi Arabia (see
below).

MSCI, which has more than USD1tn in assets benchmarked to its EM
indexes, will also consider reclassifying neighbouring Kuwait from
Frontier Market to EM status at its annual market review next year, for

inclusion in 2020. Kuwait is already lined up for inclusion this September
to the FTSE Russell EM Index.

The positive news potentially does not end there for the Gulf region, and
specifically the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), as JP Morgan opened
last month a consultation on admitting these four member states, along
with Bahrain, to its EM hard currency sovereign bond indices. The index
provider expects to decide on these matters by the end of Q3.

Inclusion in JPM’s EMBI Global Diversified bond index would be a major
boost to the GCC, which has had to contend in recent years with the
slide in oil prices, from circa Usd 100/brl in 2014 to lows of sub-Usd
50/brl in 2016, resulting in lower GDP growth (as shown below) and
deteriorating current account balances.

Cont. page 7

Now May Be The Time To Start Looking At GCC Bonds More Favourably
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst Back to Index Page
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According to JPM’s estimates, about USD360bn track its hard-currency
emerging market debt indices and roughly USD150bn of debt from the
GCC may be added with an expected eventual weight of 12.3%. State
Street has suggested this could potentially lead to passive inflows of
more than USD45bn.

With the exception of Oman, these member states have been excluded
from JPM’s bond indices because their GNI per capita exceeds the ceiling
for eligibility under current rules. However, the consultation document
proposes ways to get around this, so to class GCC countries firmly as
EMs, such as using PPP ratios that the IMF and OECD use to compare
different countries’ wealth. This could risk creating issues over
predictability and consistency, although these countries are traded out
of EM desks and so, it makes sense for them to be included in these
indices.

According to EPFR data for the past year, cumulative net inflows to GCC
Bond Funds have been on a path of moderation since peaking in March
at just above USD50mn – marking an almost 10% increase from eight
months earlier.

As the following chart highlights, the deterioration in flows thereafter
largely tracks the deterioration in sentiment towards EMs amid the
combination of trade tensions, tightening global liquidity and global
growth concerns. This pullback in risk appetite is reflected in the
increase in the JPM EMBI Global Spread, which has advanced almost
20% since July last year. Recent worries surrounding Bahrain’s
worsening fundamental debt metrics will have also contributed to the
moderation in GCC Bond Fund flows performance in recent months.

Despite this, now may be the time to start looking at the GCC in a more
favourable light as a regional bond group. First and foremost, there is
the potential for all five remaining members to receive the green light
for an inclusion in the JPM EMBI bond index; possibly leading to lower
funding costs and higher regional growth, which the World Bank has
forecast to resume this year and next, at 2.1% and 2.7%, supported in
part by a moderate recovery in oil prices (please refer to the GCC GDP

chart for 2018-2020 forecasts for individual member states).

Additionally, this anticipated oil price recovery should ensure oil
revenues are higher than budgets (generally centred on assumptions of
roughly USD55/brl), in turn easing pressure on the need for debt funding
and any slowing of supply could thus feed into more favourable funding
costs.

Fiscal balances are set to steadily improve across the GCC with these
expected gains underpinned by ongoing fiscal reform, while there is the
possibility of Bahrain receiving support from its neighbours; details of an
assistance package could go some way to removing lingering uncertainty
and alleviating investor concerns. This would all leave us looking for a
resumption in the upward trend for GCC Bond Fund Country flows.

Meanwhile, with regards to the EMBI, a more diversified index on the
back of an inclusion of the five remaining Gulf states would help to
reduce volatility, and with more oil producers added to the mix, there
may well be an improvement in the index’s correlation to the price of oil,
with the likes of Russia, Malaysia and some smaller African nations
already included.

Now May Be The Time To Start Looking At GCC Bonds More Favourably … continued
Back to Index Page
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China's newly merged banking and insurance regulator, China Banking
and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC), on 30 Jun released the
"Pilot Rules on Financial Asset Investment Companies", designating asset
investment companies (AICs) as non-bank FIs and the execution agencies
to conduct debt-to-equity swaps (DES). It also made a number of
relaxations vs previous guidelines, that include:

1. applying the same capital requirement, set up for asset
management corporations (AMCs) to AICs, where the risk weighting
for equities originated from DES will be 150%

2. expanding the scope of eligible assets for DES to include non-
standard credit assets or NSCAs held by banks; and

3. removing 50% minimum holding requirement for major shareholder,
thus allowing multiple banks to jointly set up AICs for the purpose of
DES.

The above, echoing the 50bp targeted RRR cut effective on 5 Jul, are set
to encourage major banks to participate in the highly capital-consuming
DES market. It should be noted though that assuming the capital
requirement set for AMCs is also applied to AICs (i.e. CET1/tier-1/total
CAR of 9%/10%/12.5%), there will be only seven banks (including the
big-5) eligible to set up their own AICs, while other banks can only join as
non-majority shareholders.

Ideally, DES can facilitate the progress of financial deleveraging. It should
be positive for banks' asset quality trend, by: 1) digesting existing NPLs
or preventing surfacing of potential NPLs; 2) allowing easier digestion
(rolling over as equity) of NSCAs and preventing surfacing of default risk.

However, with NPL ratios trending upward again, banks should feel their
CARs ( or capital asset ratios) under more pressure. That in turn will
likely make them more unwilling (already unwilling !) to participate in
the DES market, which is highly capital-consuming. In our view, DES are
aimed at reducing NPLs, but banks will be dis-incentivized to participate
in DES as long as they are faced with rising NPLs..

Perhaps, many hurdles have to be overcome before the DES market
makes good progress.

In regard to the NPL outlook in China, the latest news is not encouraging
at all and has wrong footed bulls who had believed that banks' credit risk
had already peaked, with a continued decline in banks' NPL ratio and
provision charges on target for 2018.

On this, the banking sector's reported NPL ratio stood at 1.76% in 3Q16,
and was flat at 1.74% during 4Q16 to 4Q17. The ratio had edged up to
1.75% by 1Q18 in a tight-liquidity environment and further rose to 1.9%
by May 2018 (chart 1), according to CBIRC's latest disclosure.

In terms of amounts, NPLs have risen from CNY1.8tn in Mar 2018 to
CNY1.9tn by May 2018, or up by roughly 7% in the past two months.
Otherwise the NPL coverage ratio of the sector dropped from 191% in
1Q18 to 183% by May 2018, due to the rebound of NPL size, while loan
reserve coverage ratio further rose to 3.5% by May. Needless to say, all
of the above figures are not good at all.

Cont. page 9

China Credit Insight: AT1s at risk amidst bleak NPL outlook & 90-day standard
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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Besides being faced with increasing NPLs, Chinese banks have been
required to tighten their loan standard, classifying from this year, any
loans that are overdue by over 90 days as NPLs. The 90-day threshold
has been the international best practice but now it has been made black
and white in China. If all of the more than 90 days overdue loans are
classified as NPLs, in the USD AT1 sector, CBZHZH would be the most
negatively impacted one, followed by BOCHON, CHIMIN, QDBANK,
HSBANK, BOCOM (chart 2 and chart 3).

In our view, besides the overall weakness of EM assets, the more
thorough re-evaluation of the extension risk of China AT1s amid a rising
USD interest rate environment plus the Chinese banking sector's NPL
outlook, have contributed to the sector's recent sell-off. That said, AT1s
issued by state-owned banks should fundamentally outperform in the
prevailing risk-off environment. In other words, there is good chance
that BOCOM will trade at a widening yield discount to the other banks,
which are negatively impacted by the 90-day standard

China Insight: AT1s at risk amidst bleak NPL outlook & 90 day standard – continued…
Back to Index Page
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Chinese Yuan (CNY) weakness has turned into one of the hottest topics
in the FX market again. Compared to what happened during Aug 2015 to
Dec 2016, we feel the CNY depreciation seen in recent weeks is not a big
issue to PBOC. We here below list out the remarks given by the key
policymakers on CNY FX in the aftermath of FX regimen change on 11
Aug 2015:

• 11 Aug 2015 Ma Jun, chief economist at PBOC's research bureau:
"the shift is a one-off technical correction and should not be
interpreted as an indicator of future depreciation.

• 25 Aug 2015 Li Keqiang, Premier : "there's no basis for a continued
depreciation of CNY".

• 14 Feb 2016 Zhou Xiaochuan, PBOC governor: "there's no basis for
CNY's continued depreciation".

• 26 Feb 2016 Li Keqiang, Premier (reiterated) : "there's no basis for a
continued depreciation of CNY".

• 12 Sep 2016 Huang Yiping, a member of PBOC's monetary policy
committee "the Chinese government has both the intention and the
capability to keep the exchange rate largely stable in the foreseeable
future, even as there are a few factors that have helped to form
depreciation expectations".

Compared to the above remarks, the comments made by the key
officials in the recent week show that PBOC remains comfortable with
recent CNY's recent weakness:

• 3 Jul 2018 Pan Gongsheng, head of SAFE and deputy governor of
PBOC: "China is confident in maintaining CNY FX rate basically stable
and keep it at reasonable level".

• 3 Jul 2018 Yi Gang, PBOC governor: "China will keep CNY FX rate
basically stable at reasonable and balanced level".

Both Pan and Yi avoided using the word "devaluation" or "depreciation".
Meanwhile, their comments suggested they felt CNY FX rate is still stable
or at least not very unstable.

Looking at chart 1 we find that the onshore CNY has already depreciated
as much as 7.4% if April's 6.2596 is taken as the start point or 5.2% in the
case of June's 6.3872 used as a kick-off point.

Cont. page 11

China FX Insight: Let's buy USD/CNH for another attempt of 6.70-6.75
By  Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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In the offshore market, CNH has depreciated 7.6% or 5.5% if the same
measurement rule is applied (chart 2). In short, the depreciation seen so
far this year definitely is very close to that in Aug 2015 in terms of
magnitude (chart 3). That, however, seems acceptable to both Pan and
Yi, in our view and both Pan's and Yi's comments make us feel PBOC will
tolerate further CNY depreciation especially if they believe CNY FX is still
within a reasonable range (which could be wider than we imagine).

For short-term trading purposes, we prefer to buy USD/CNH today (i.e.
the 4th trading day after intraday reversal happened on 3 Jul). We bet
on a re-emergence of the pattern seen in Aug 2015 or Jan 2016 (circle A
or circle B in chart 3), which should be supportive of another upside
attempt of 6.70-6.75 area in the near term.

China Insight: Let's buy USD/CNH for another attempt of 6.70-6.75 – continued…
Back to Index Page
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• Corrected from 2.208 (17 May, 3-3/4yr high) to 2.047 (29 May low), 
before slowly resuming the 29mth uptrend.

• Given improving daily studies, a break over 2.167 (7 June high) will 
signal a return to test the 2.208 peak.

• Above targets 2.262 (.618x 1.115/2.089 off 1.661) then strong 
clustered resistance between 2.296-2.348.

• This consists of 30 July 2014 high at 2.296, 10 January 2014 high at 
2.310 and 76.4% of 2.729/1.115 at 2.348.

• Only below 2.108 (29 June low) then 2.077 (29mth rising trendline) 
cautions and signals extended consolidation above strong clustered 
support between 2.013-2.047.

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips as we await a return to 2.208 then 2.262/2.310. Stop under a 29-month 
rising trendline at 2.077 and reverse position on a break under the 2.013-2.047 
support zone.

US 10Yr Breakeven – 2.208 Targeted Whilst 2.077/2.108 Limits Dips
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.348 76.4% retracement of 2.729/1.115 fall 
R4 2.310 2014 high – 10 January, near 30 July 2014 lower high at 2.296 
R3 2.262 .618 projection of 1.115/2.089 from 1.661 
R2 2.208 2018 peak – 17 May 
R1 2.167 7 June 2018 high, near 76.4% retrace of 2.208/2.047 correction 

Support Levels 

S1 2.108 29 June 2018 low, near a 29-month rising trendline at 2.077 
S2 2.047 29 May 2018 low, near 9 February 2018 low at 2.041 
S3 2.013 11 January 2018 low 
S4 1.950 23.6% retracement of 1.115/2.208 recovery, near 50% of 1.661/2.208 up-leg at 1.934 
S5 1.917 21 December 2017 low 
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• Briefly probed 76.4% of the 1.3793-1.2062 fall at 1.3384 last week 
before stalling at 1.3386 on 27 June.

• However, bulls cleared multi-year trendline resis (drawn from Jan 
2016/May 2017 highs) earlier in the month.

• The rising 200-Week MA continues to underpin wider momentum

• Short-term weakness is expected to fade ahead of/near 1.2998-50 
(also houses 100-Week MA, approx. 1.2980) .

• Scope is seen for a stronger recovery in due course, targeting 1.3547 
next followed by 1.3793.

• Only below 1.2730 weakens substantially.

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Scope is seen for a stronger recovery, targeting 1.3547 next ahead of 1.3793. 
Short-term weakness is expected to fade ahead of/near the 1.2998/50 area. Only 
below 1.2730 weakens.

USD/CAD – Multi-Year Trendline Break Encourages Bulls
Technical Analysis by Andy Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.4690 20 January 2016 high 
R4 1.4070 76.4% of 1.4690-1.2062 fall 
R3 1.3793 5 May 2017 high 
R2 1.3547 2 June 2017 high 
R1 1.3386 27 June 2018 high, near 76.4% of 1.3793-1.2062 fall at 1.3384 

Support Levels 

S1 1.2998 8 May 2018 high, near the 100-Week MA (approx. 1.2980) 
S2 1.2950 14 June 2018 low 
S3 1.2730 11 May 2018 low 
S4 1.2528 17 April 2018 low 
S5 1.2251 31 January 2018 low 
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• Extended the 2-1/2yr uptrend to 332.20 (28 Dec 2017, 4½yr high) 
before reversing dramatically

• The recent loss of 293.75 (26 Mar low) signalled completion of a nine-
month top

• Easing daily-monthly studies suggest an initial extension targeting 
clustered support at 262.88/263.10

• Sustained easing would then expose strong clustered support 
between 243.50-247.25

• It would take a failure to hold under 293.75 and/or a return over 
302.70 to avert the current downside threat and resume the broader 
uptrend for 332.20

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into any corrective strength for an extension of the current month-long 
downtrend targeting 263.10, perhaps 243.50. Stop and reverse on a break back 
above 302.70.

Front Month Comex Copper – Nine Month Top Signals Risk To 263.10
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 342.45 2014 high – 2 January 
R4 332.20 2017 peak – 28 December, nr 2018 peak – 7 June (331.55) & 50% of 465.75/193.85 (329.80) 
R3 309.10 20 June 2018 high 
R2 302.70 27 June 2018 minor lower high, near 30 May 2018 former low at 301.00 
R1 293.75 26 March 2018 former low – trigger for the recently completed nine-month top 

Support Levels 

S1 262.88 50% retrace of 193.55/332.20 rally, near 10 July 2017 low at 263.10 
S2 254.90 15 June 2017 low, near the nine-month top target at 255.30 
S3 243.50 15 November 2016 low, nr 61.8% of 193.55/332.20 (246.51) and 8 May 2017 low (247.25) 
S4 232.35 18 March 2016 former high 
S5 226.27 76.4% retrace of 193.55/332.20 rally, near 13 July 2016 high at 227.75 
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